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Lynn Tarte Ramey. Christian, Saracen and Genre in Medieval French Literature. Studies in Medieval History and Culture, vol. 3. New York: Routledge, 2001. 120 pp. ISBN 0415930138.
As its title suggests, this book is interested primarily in the changing
view of the Saracen in medieval French literature. The central premise of
the book is that different Old French literary genres can be characterized
by different, specific attitudes towards what we might call “the Saracen
question.” The book is organized into chapters which each treat a different genre, with an explication of the way in which that particular genre
viewed French-Saracen relations. Ramey relies on recent post-colonialist
critics (Edward Said, Abdul JanMohammed, Homi Bhabha, María Rosa
Menocal, etc.) to provide the theoretical framework of her analyses of the
French representation of the Saracens.
After an introduction, the second chapter examines the early epic as a
moment of initial encounter between the two cultures, whose initial
impulse is toward destruction of the Other. The third chapter examines
the troubadour lyric, suggesting that such poems often reveal a desire for
the Other, which remains frustrated by difficulties of communication and
interpretation however. The later epic of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Ramey argues, presents a model for potential cultural assimilation,
through the marriage of the Saracen princess into Christian society. In the
following chapter, the epics Mainet and the Siege de Barbastre are read as
proposing a model of intercultural marriage and harmony, wherein Christians could successfully access the Other culture of the Saracen, as opposed
to destroying or assimilating it. The sixth chapter reads Floire et Blancheflor and Aucassin et Nicolette as retreats from the previous position. They
question the optimistic view of cross-cultural relations. The seventh chapter uses the same and other texts to examine the gradual gap which
opened up between Christian and Muslim world in the later Middle Ages.
This book will serve as a useful introduction to the topic in question,
especially for graduate students and researchers unfamiliar with this area of
Old French literature. Ramey integrates a number of social factors—
changes in marriage law initiated by Gratian’s Decretum, views of the
Saracen world in the mappemonde genre, and others—to bolster the argument based primarily on literary texts. However, the book has a number of
limitations. Most obviously, it is too short for such a vast topic—just 103
pages of text. This prevents a fuller or more subtle treatment of many
issues. For example, far more use of chronicles and historical sources is
needed, since Ramey is essentially arguing that the literary representations
reflect larger social realities. The observations drawn from post-colonial
studies could be elaborated much farther. And a greater number of literary
examples would strengthen—and nuance—many of the claims.
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More generally, one must question such a strict homology between
genre and worldview. Ramey suggests a historical evolution of social attitudes was occurring, but the genres often overlapped temporally. Furthermore, many disagreements could be found among various epics or
romances in their representations of the Saracen. Ramey also never really
provides a definition or theory of genre, and indeed, in some chapters she
conflates what are traditionally seen as different genres. Without an analysis of the formal or social motivations which might have determined such
genre-specific viewpoints, the genre-based approach seems too rigid and
arbitrary. Researchers in the field will find the book interesting at times,
particularly in the readings of individual texts, but too schematic and
reductive to be fully convincing.

Andrew Cowell
University of Colorado

Melitta Weiss Adamson, ed. Regional Cuisines of Medieval Europe: a Book
of Essays. London and New York: Routledge, 2002. 304 pp.ISBN
0415929946.
This is a very welcome publication. Despite medieval food being
something of a growth industry recently, its regional dimension has not
received much attention. Books and articles either concentrate on a single
country or do little to discourage the inference that western Europe
shared a single cuisine. Beyond western Europe, publication has been
sparse (the most important exception being the recent publication of
Maria Debínska’s Food and Drink in Medieval Poland in English). There
remain some gaps in the Europe presented by this collection: nothing on
Scandinavia, and a big gap between Italy and Constantinople. Nevertheless, to have brought so many regions together in a single volume is an
achievement for which we owe Dr. Adamson and her contributors considerable gratitude.
Perhaps inevitably, the chronological focus of the chapters varies:
most are “Medieval,” but Italy is “Medieval and Renaissance.” The chapter on the Low Countries is a translated article by Johanna Maria van Winter, originally published in German. Ostensibly covering only the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries when cookbooks appear, it in fact begins with
household accounts of the fourteenth century onwards. From these
sources it is possible to track changes between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, as for instance an increase in butter consumption and a
wider availability of imported spices. Nonetheless, the bulk of the middle

